3* Inversion theorem.^ We now define an inversion operator which will serve to invert (1.1).
An operator is defined for integral values of n by the relations Proof. Let a? be any number greater than zero. Then, since the integral (1.1) converges, we can differentiate under the integral signAlso (2.2) gives (3.1)
Using this relation we get
W,[F(n)] = (-rn^n a + β + V + n + l-xy)f{y)dy .
Jo in the notation of § 1. 
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and so we have our theorem.
5. Representation theorem* In this section we propose to give a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the representation of a function as an integral of the form (1.1). We shall need a lemma which we now prove. 
ii) F(x) tends to zero as x tends to infinity and (iii) I Q n , t {F(x)} I < M for all integral n (0 < t < oo).
Proof. First let us suppose that F(x) has the representation (1.1) • Under the conditions of the theorem it is obvious that all the derivativesof F(x) exist. Also 
for [1] Also the hypotheses of the theorem by implications mean that
and in general
.and 
